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I. INTRODUCTION

Background of the study,,

1. The Inspectors in the course of visits to field projects
noted that although there are formal rules governing the
acquisition, use and dispoosal of vehicles by UNDP field
offices and UNDP-assisted projects, these rules are not
uniformly interpreted or applied. In the belief that a review
of this question could lead to economies and greater effici-
ency, the Joint Inspection Unit decided to undertake a study
on the use of vehicles by UNDP field offices and UNDP-assisted
projects.

Methods of work on the study

2. Data for the study were gathered by three methods:

(i) an examination of the existing rules and
guidelines for the use of official vehicles and related
discussions in the Governing Council of UNDP;

(ii) a detailed questionnaire addressed to all
Resident Represenatives;

(iii) on the spot investigations by Inspectors 
several countries during trips carried out mainly for other

purposes.

3. The questionnaire touching on various aspects of the use
of vehicles by UNDP field offices and projects was distributed
in April 1978 to all Resident Representatives. Only 81 of
them have sent in replies, but some of them were unable to
reply to all questions. The statistical data and some sugges-
tions in this report are based upon the replies received.

4. The Inspectors wish to record their appreciation to the
Resident Representatives for their advice and help.
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g) In order to conserve petrol and economize on the
operating costs of official vehicles, prudence should be
exercized in the provision of transport and related services
to official visitors, particularly to and from airports.
Where practicable, alternative means should be used such as
taxis, bus services, etc., as a charge against the travel
entitlement of the visitor.

h) Except where undue hardship may result, staff members
proceeding on or returning from leave or mission are expect-
ed to make their own transport arrangements. However, newly
arrived staff members and their families should be met upon
arrival at the duty station, and transport also be provided
to take them to the airport upon their departure from the
country.

i) The practice of permitting the use of official vehicles
for non-official purposes such as transportation of children
to and from school, shopping, recreational activities, etc.,
should be discontinued. Exceptions may be made only in
emergency situations, e.g., where staff members are temporar-
ily deprived of transport (public or private) due to car
breakdown, or for medical or compelling compassionate reasons.

j) Under normal circumstances, with the exception of the
Resident Representative, official vehicles should not be
used for the transport of internationally recruited staff to
and from their place of work. However, the Resident Represen-
tative may authorize the use of official vehicles where
there are extenuating circumstances. In the case of locally
recruited staff, the Resident Representative may authorize the
use of official vehicles where this has been clearly establish-
ed as widely accepted local practice and reflected in determin-
ing their conditions of service.

k) All official vehicles must be left at the UNDP compound
(where this exists) or at a garage or in an area designated
by the Resident Representative, after working hours. Drivers
are not authorized to take the vehicles home unless such an
arrangement is approved in advance by the Resident Representa-
tive as the most economical and safe procedure.

6. The Inspectors consider that the above principles are
reasonable but found that they were unevenly applied. They
require further precision and more uniformity is needed
particularly for items (g) to (j). Examples of why Resident
Representatives had found it difficult in many cases to
apply the general principles follow:

a) The large distances between urban and suburban residen-
tial areas in one country and the lack of public transport
have created the need for a UNDP-operated transport network
to transport all local staff (about 60) to and from work 
the morning and afternoon. The city telephone and postal
systems are not adequate and UNDP cars have to be used to
deliver mall and messages.
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iii) Other information - The form also contains spaces
in which to record specific details, such as the
identification number of the vehicle, information
on its insurance coverages registration, ownership
(i.e., whether it belongs to the UNDP field office
or to the Government, etc.).

iv) It should be noted that, whenever an official
vehicle is referred to UNDP Headquarters with a
request for write-off action, a copy of the Vehicle

History Record,3/fully completed, is to be attached
to the request.--

I0. However, the existing mechanism of control established
by the UNDP Administrative Field Manual does not, in the
Inspectors’ opinion, cover all aspects of control. Some of
the Resident Representatives recognized that the control of
cars used on projects was very difficult. For example:

a) the Resident Representative in one country was concerned
about the use of UN cars for private purposes by those working
on projects;

b) the Resident Representative in another country was also
very concerned at the use of project vehicles on private
business but could find no means of controlling their use:
instructions had been issued and letters written but project
vehicles continued to be used privately;

c) Misuse of project vehicles when officials in charge of
them use them for private journeys was also reported by other
Resident Representatives.

d) The Inspectors noted that internal auditors of some
organizations were grappling with "a long standing problem"
of control over the use of project vehicles for private
purposes. They thought that the present policies and control
mechanisms (such as log books) offered insufficient guaran-
tees The Inspectors consider that more discipline and control
should be imposed. Project vehicles are not and cannot be
considered as private property to be used freely for every
purpose. The Inspectors make proposals on this question in
Chapter V.

3/
May 1976.

UNDP Administrative Field Manual, Section IV-B-15,
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13. The Inspectors, therefore, recommend that the rules for the
use of official vehicles be ~evised and made more precise both by
the Administrator of UNDP for vehicles assigned to offices of
Resident Representatives and .by CCAQ for project vehicles. This
revision should take into account the recommendations made later
in this report.
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17. Information on the condition of vehicles was one of the
factors which led to the recommendations of the Inspectors on the
maintenance and disposal of vehicles (see paras 22-26).

18. Many Resident ~presentatives reported that the standardiza-
tion lists of makes ~" of cars introduced by UNDP are useful and
result in economy. In preparing these lists, attempts were made
to limit the number of makes and models of vehicles to those which
are believed to be the best in respect of servicing and availabili-
ty of spare parts, as wet1 as economy in purchase and operation.
The llsts are kept under constant review primarily by the Resident
Representative of the country concerned who informs UNDP Head-
quarters of any changes in the situation to enable the lists to
be brought up to date. Amendments made in any individual list are
distributed to the country or countries involved as well as the
participating and executing agencies. However, in some countries
standardization is. reported by Resident Representatives to be
somewhat difficult.

19. Makes of vehicles. The distribution of the vehicles
among makes varied with the regions, ln Africa and the Arab
states, one make accounted for some 50Z of the vehicles; in Asia,
another make also accounted for nearly half of the vehlcles; but
in Latin America there was more diversity and no make exceeded
25Z. The Inspectors believe that the choice of make can best be
made locally by each Resident Representative and should be guided
by the criteria suggested in pars 27 below. The make of vehicle
most suited to climatic conditions, condition of roads, mainten-
ance and resale value should be taken into account.

20. Greater use should be made of motorcycles or small utility
vehicles for delivering mail and packages instead of using cars,
particularly by those Resident Representatives’ offices which are
in cities with heavy traffic.

B. Pro~ect vehicles

21. Number of vehicles. Information provided by 81 Resident
Representatives indicated that at the end of 1978 there were some
2,500 vehicles assigned to 600-UNDP assisted projects. By extra-
polation it can be assumed that there are about 3,400 such veh-
icles and some 1,3OO drivers, excluding those paid directly
by Governments.

5/ UNDP/ADM/137/Rev.2/Amend.1.
Rev.2/Amend.l of 7 October 1977.

UNDP/ADM/Field/207/
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22. Project vehicles are paid for from each country’s
IPF. It should be the Government which determines the number
of project vehicles each project requires when it draws up the
project document. Some Governments may prefer to provide
project vehicles by loan from a Government pool rather than use
IPF for this purpose. The Resident Representatives should bear
in mind the factor of economy and the real needs of the projects
to be carri~ out effectively.

23. Naintenance of vehicles. Numerous problems of vehicle
maintenance exist includlng the difficulty in obtaining spare
parts which are often costly. It is important that maintenance
be carried out properly and on schedule to extend the useful
life of cars and protect their resale value. The problem of
maintenance could be lessened by acquiring only vehicles for
which adequate servicing is available locally (see pars 29) and
by increasing the role and responsibility of drivers for main-
tenance (see pars 32). The percentage of cars reported to be 
poor condition (see pars 16) adds emphasis to the importance of
mdintenance.

¢. Disposal of vehicles

24. In accordance with the delegation of authority outlined in
Circular UNDP/ADN/Field/211 dated 26 Harch 1974, field offices
are authorized to establish a local property survey board which
reviews proposals subject to a value limit of US$ 1,2OO and
provided the equipment is UNDP property. However, this delega-
tion of authority does not include cases involving the disposal

of vehicles. Field offices are required to subm~ such cases to
the Headquarters Property Survey Board for action s" . In
other words, cars may not be sold or otherwise disposed of
without the prior approval of the UNDP Headquarters Property
Survey Board. Requests for disposal action must be submitted on
a "Case Report and Recommendation Form" which should include
among other things the date of acquisition of the car, the
details of its condition which justify disposal, the total
mileage of the vehicle, the method of disposal, i.e., transfer to
another office, sale, discard, etc. The methods of vehicle
disposal by UNDP field offices as reported by Resident Represen-
tatives vary from country to country. The Inspectors believe
that as a rule Resident Representatives should have more authori-
ty and should not have to consult Headquarters on the question of
the disposal of cars. This would require more precision in
existing guidelines so that Resident Representatives can apply
them locally while conforming to the basic policy established by
Headquarters. When in accordance with the guidelines a Resident
Representative considers selling a car on the local market he
should make the decision on the basis of a cost effectiveness
analysis taking into account such factors as cost of repair and
maintenance of the old car, its resale value, the cost of re-
placement, etc.

6/ UNDP Administrative Field Manual, section IV-B.
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25. The guidelines of Circular UNDP/ADH/Field/3977/ aoncern-

ing disposal of project vehicles may be summarized as follows:

a) If a second phase of a project is foreseen, the vehicle
should be kept in UNDP custody until it starts, to ensure
that the vehicle will continue to be maintained in proper condi-
tion.

b) If in the near future the agency will be starting a new
project the vehicle assigned to the project which has completed
operations could be transferred to the new project.

c) Vehicles from completed projects could be transferred
to other projects at book value (inter-agency).

d) Transfer to the Government after taking into account
follow-up activities programmed by the Government which might
require the use of vehicles.

26. If followed carefully the above guidelines will result
in a saving to project budgets. A detailed analysis of the
information provided by the Resident Representatives shows that
on completion of the uNeP-assisted projects in 1977 there were
approximately 700 vehicles remaining which had been purchased
previously with UNDP funds. Thirty-seven ~er cent of this
number, totalling 256 vehicles, remained with the projects;
24X or 165 vehicles were assigned to other projects; 14~ or
about 100 vehicIes were put into the Resident Representatives’
temporary custody; 22X or 153 vehicles were sold accounting
for a total income of US$ 332,O84. Eighteen vehicles were put
into Governments’ custody and 7 were transferred to Governments.

27. The Inspectors do not suggest any general criteria regard-
ing age or mileage of vehicles to guide the decision on their
disposal. The relevant factors - cost of maintenance and repair,
resale price, cost of replacement, etc. - vary too greatly
between duty stations. For example:

a) The view of the Resident Representatives in the African
region is that vehicles available upon completion of projects
are usually worn out and uneconomical to maintain. Often
large sums have to be spent on overhauling and reconditioning
them and even then in many cases they are still unfit for
overland trips.

b) The Resident Representatives in the Arab states consider
that the present system of transferring cars of terminated
projects to new projects or selling them to the highest bidder on
the local market has proved to be the most economical practice.

7/ Voc. UNDP/ADM/Field/397.
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c) In the Asian region, disposal of official UN vehicles
causes great difficulty in a number of cases - if a car cannot
be transferred to another project or sold to the Government
it has to be sold on the local market. This can be very diffi-
cult since, in some countries, there are high duties and taxes
levied. Also, a vehicle which has been imported duty-free may
not be sold without duty to an unprivileged person no matter how
old the car may be.

d) As a general rule, project vehicles in Latin American
countries are transferred to the Governments for follow-up
activities. However, the Resident Representatives in some
of these countries feel that it is often useful for field
offices to retain fleld-type vehicles which are in good condition
for a year to service projects which do not have transport.
The limited number of office vehicles available cannot be
used for this purpose and most government offices do not have
transport services available for the project personnel.

e) In some European countries, on completion of a project
and after consultation with the Project Manager, a vehicle
which is not considred indispensable for the continuation
of project operations by the Government is handed over to
the temporary custody of the UNDP office and is reassigned
to another new or on-going project. All repairs are undertaken
by the counterpart authority of the recipient project and
the cost to UNDP is usually limited to the garage fees. At
the time of transfer UN global insurance coverage is cancelled.

28. The Inspectors believe that the guidelines for the disposal
of project vehicles summarized in para 25 are sound. However,
they feel that Governments should have a greater say in the
disposal of vehicles. The guidelines already provide for the
transfer of vehicles to the Government after completion of UNDP
participation in a project when the continuing activities of the
project so warrant. This practice is more frequent in some
regions than in others. Since project cars are paid for from the
Government’s IPF any proceeds from the sale of cars should be
credited to the IPF. If the Government feels the retention of a
car in a project would be more beneficia’l than transferring the
car to another UNDP-assisted project or selling it then the
Government should so propose to the Resident Representative with
appropriate justification. The Resident Representative should,
unless there are compelling reasons to the contrary, implement
the Government’s request although he could discuss alternative
arrangements with the Government.

!
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D. Acquisition of vehicles

29. In determining the make of vehicles to be acquired
there are a number of factors which are as important as the
original purchase price, These are:

a) Availability of economical and effective maintenance,
repairs and spare parts.

b) Resale value taking into account government regulations
regarding the sale of used cars.

c) Fuel economy; pollution; diesel or gasoline motor.

d) Suitability of the car to road and climatic conditions.

30. The above factors vary considerably between duty stations
and therefore it should be for the Resident Respresntative (or
for project cars, the Government and executing agency) to
specify the make and model of cars to be acquired. This would
not preclude the placing of open-end orders to obtain quantity
discounts by a central purchasing unit. Resident Representa-
tives and executing agencies should be kept informed of any such
arrangements and the financial advantages they could bring. At
present, the models to be purchased are selected by Head-
quarters. There is no general rule. In some countries visited
by the Inspectors there were two makes of car - one of better
quality was at the disposal of the Resident Representative, the
other (sometimes more than one) was used by staff of the
Resident Representative’s office. When questioned about resale
(usually after 3-5 years) the information received from some
Resident Representatives indicated that the resale value of the
more expensive car was equal to or higher than the price origi-
nally paid, but to cover the cost of one new less expensive car
two used ones had to be sold. In some countries, the cars
are sold to government agencies when they agree to pay the
original price. When they do not wish to do this, the cars are
sold on the open mrket. The mode of acquisition of cars differs
from one duty station to another. In most cases the Resident
Representative’s office orders the cars ,put in some cases the
order has to be made by Headquarters when discounts can be
obtained by this method. However, to reduce paper work,
arrangements should be made by Headquarters to enable Resident
Representatives to order cars directly under the discount
arrangement.
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IV. DRIVERS

31. Resident Represent~tlves in 81 countries indicated that
some 470 drivers were employed by their offices at the end of
1978. In addition, some 1,300 drivers were employed in UNDP-
assisted projects. By extrapolation it could be estimated that
the total number of drivers is approximately 2,200. The number
of drivers assigned to each Resident Representative’s office
varies with the size of the programme and other factors.
However,the Inspectors noted some apparent anomalies in the
number of drivers assigned to some offices. The salaries of
drivers are based on the local salary scale at each duty station
and naturally vary considerably between countries. For example,
the cost of 4 drivers in Botswana is equal to US$ 4,195 while in
Libya it reaches US$ 22,840.

32. The Inspectors believe that it would be economical to
entrust maintenance and some repair work to drivers, perhaps
against additional compensation. Drivers for the most part have
time to perform such duties during working hours. They could be
trained where necessary in mai~ntenance and to do minor repairs.

33. Overtime payments to drivers are made regularly at most
duty stations and are expensive. They amount on the average to
about 15g of salaries where payment is made for overtime. The
Inspectors recognize that some overtime is inevitable but
efforts should be made to reduce the night-time requirement as
much as possible. More efforts are also required to control
schedules, introduce more shift work, refrain from excessive use
of official cars outside normal working hours and provide
compensatory time off to reduce the cost of overtime. When
overtime exceeds 1OZ of a driver’s salary over a period of 3
months, the Resident Representative should seek explanations
and remedies.
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V , PURPOSES FOR WHICH OFFICIAL VEHICLES ARE USED

34. The rules described in Chapter II attempt to limit the
use of cars to official purposes but they have not been success-
ful. There are many instances in which official cars have been
used for private business and there are even more borderline
cases where, for example, official cars are used to take staff
members to and from work. The Inspectors recognize that emer-
gencies do arise when for compassionate or security reasons an
official car can be used legitimately for private business. But
these should be rare and cannot explain the extensive use of
cars for non-official transportation.

Use of vehicles by staff members of the duty stations

35. At all duty stations staff members should be entitled
to use official cars for offical business, such as trips to see
government officials, to visit project sites and to attend
official meetings. Other types of transportation - to and from
airports, to and from work, to and from official receptions -
for which cars are not provided at Headquarters duty stations
could be authorized by official car, sometimes against payment,
depending on the availability of public transportation at the
duty station and security. Purely private travel by official
cars should be authorized only in the most exceptional circum-
stances.

36. A detailed analysis of the figures supplied by 75 Resident
Representatives shows that more than half of all UNDP-assisted
projects indicated use of their vehicles for the transport of
staff to and from the office in the morning, evening and at
lunch time. Approximately 21 projects use their vehicles to
ensure the transport of family members of experts and 18 of
them allow the use of project vehicles for private purposes.
Some Resident Representatives believe that the private use of
project vehicles has been understated by project managers in the
responses given individually to the JIU questionnaire.

37. The Inspectors attempted to divide the 79 duty stations
for which they had data on the availability of public transpor-
tation into four categories and to present information and make
proposals for each. (See Table A). The categories are:

Category A. Public transportation inexistent :
duty stations.

Category B. Public transportation, including taxis,
inadequate and unreliable : 38 duty stations.



./Table A. Table showing use of official cars for the transportation of staff members~

Type of use made ’of cars CATEGORY OF DUTY STATION

A:Public transporta- B:Public transporta- C:Public transporta- D:Public transporta-
tion non-existent tion inadequate tion inadequate but tion adequate

taxis available

8 duty stations 38 duty stations B1 duty stations 2 duty stations

Providing trans- Providing trans- Providing trans-° Providing trans-
portation portation portation portation

Number Number Number Number Number I Number Number Number
~, Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

1.Transportation to and
from airport
A) on official business 8
B) on installation and

35 3 29 2 2

separati on 8
C) on home leave travel

35 3 25 6 2
7 1

D) on private travel
24 14 17 1 1

5 3 ii 27 9 22 2
2.Transportation to and

from office
A) morning and evening 7 1
B) at lunch time

33 5 23 8 2
6 2 24 14 16 ~. 15 2

3. Travel within duty station
A) on official business 8 36 2
B) private travel

31 2 i

6 2
C) travel of dependants

14 24 15 16 2
5 3 9 29 9 22 2

*_/ Source: The replies received from 79 Resident Representatives to JIU questionnaire.
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Category C. Public transportation inadequate but
taxis are available : 31 duty stations.

Category D.
stations.

Public transportation adequate : 2 duty

38. The number of duty stations shown for each category is
as reported by the 79 Resident Representatives who replied
to this question. Some of the Resident Representatives may
have overstated the case but there is no doubt that the use of
public transportation at many duty stations is inconvenient,
time consuming and sometimes not possible, particularly in
some cities in Asia and the Middle East with big populations
and inadequate public transportation.

39. As might be expected, the use of official cars for private
and semi-private purposes is particularly high at categories A and
B duty stations, somewhat lower at Category C stations and not at
all at the two category D stations. Almost all duty stations in
categories A and B provide official cars for trips to and from
the airport, to and from the office in the morning, at lunch time
(when there is not a continuous day) and in the evening, and for
the private transportation of dependants. In some cities microbus
vehicles are used to transport local staff to and from work. The
use of official cars in category C duty stations is as a rule
less extensive.

40. But another question is the extensive use of cars for
private purposes. Table A shows the number of duty stations (a
total of 79 for which information was provided by Resident
Representatives) by categories which used official cars for each
of the purposes indicated. It will be seen from this table that
the use of official cars for semi-official travel and private
transportation is extensive. The Inspectors betieve that such
transportation represents a wrong use of the funds of the Organi-
zation and that corrective action is necessary. However, in many
duty stations where public transportation is inadequate the
Organization should facilitate the local transportation of staff.
Moreover, in the course of their investigations the Inspectors
found that the internal auditors of the various organizations
tended to recognize private use of official cars. This would in
effect mean that such use would be allowed, subject of course to
the exigencies of service and within reasonable limits, and that a
value would have to be placed on the cars and deducted from
the salaries of the officials concerned. Therefore, the Inspectors
proposedtwo measures:

a) Making official cars available for use by staff members
and dependants at certain duty stations and for certain purposes
against payment by the staff member of the cost (see Table B).
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The following table presents the details of the Inspectors
proposals on the use of official cars for officiaI and
private business and applies both to cars assigned to
Resident Representatives’ offices and to project cars.

Table B. Proposed use of official cars for the trans-
portation of staff members and dependants~
and official visitors.

Type of use
(see pars 37)

A B
¯Transportation to and from

airport3/
a) on official business
b) on installation and

’ repatriation
c) on home leave travel
d) on private travel

.Transportation from home
to office
a) morning and evening
b) at lunch time

¯ Travel within duty station
a) on official business
b) private travel
c) travel of dependants

¯ Emergency transportation
of staff members or depend-
ants

Category of duty station

~e8
Yes
Yesl/

Yes2/
Yes2/

Yes
Yesl/
Yesl/

Yes Yes
Yea1/ No
Yesl/ No

Yes2/ Yes2/
Yes2/ No

Yes Yes
No No
No No

Yes YesYes

D

No

No

No
No

No
No

Yes

No
No

1/ Staff member to pay cost (subject to availability
of car and driver).

2/ Staff member to pay a monthly fee covering cost.
_3/ When transportation is provided to and/from the

airport terminal expenses should not be paid.
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b) Facilitating the acquisition of private cars by staff
members (see Chapter VI).

In both these cases, the Resident Representative should decide
according to the conditions prevailing at the duty station.

B_. Use of vehicles by official visitors to duty__istati__on~s

41. Information received from 47 Resident Representatives
indicated that the average cost of providing local transporta-
tion for official visitors was US$ 6,000 in 1977. There were
very large differences between countries in the number of official
visitors and there was a tendency for official visits to be
grouped in specific parts of the year. In Egypt, for example,
where the number of visitors was almost 500 in 1977, the Resident
Representative had to cease providing transportation to and from
the airport for most visitors.

42. Extensive use of vehicles assigned to Resident Represen-
tatives’ offices by various categories of official visitors
has been reported by 45 Resident Representatives out of the 47
who supplied information on this question. According to figures
supplied by these Resident Representatives the provision of a car
and driver for official visitors to and from airports is common
practice; 6 Resident Representatives reported frequent use of
vehicles by official visitors for private purposes and 2 Resident
Representatives indicated frequent use of vehicles for private
purposes by members of the families of official visitors. Many
other Resident Representatives reported occasional private use of
official vehicles. The Inspectors believe that when a car is
provided for travel to and from the airport for official visitors,
terminal expenses should not be paid. They also recommend
that no cars be made available for private use except against
payment (see Table B) and only when this does not interfere
with official needs.
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VI. PRIVATE VEHICLES OF STAFF MEMBERS

43. The acquisition of private cars by staff members is
of personal benefit to them but it also often faciliates
their work. The Inspectors believe that staff members should
be assisted by the Organiztion in obtaining private cars
by interest-free loans and help with customs and other formali-
ties.

44. Staff members who have private cars should be encouraged,
when security and other conditions permit,to use them for
official business against payment on a mileage basis. Any
supplementary insurance that may be required should be arranged
by UNDP. When this is done the staff members concerned would
not be authorized to use official cars except when their
personal car is out of commission.

45. Project Managers and experts are allowed to import
cars duty-free but in many countries they cannot sell them
without paying duty, no matter how long they may have had them.
In some countries the regulations are even more severe.
It seems to the Inspectors that the Administrator should
negotiate with the appropriate authorities to obtain exemption
from these regulations for experts who are obliged to leave
their posts.
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VII. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1 ~. The provision o official vehicles tot UNDP tlelo
offices and some UNDP-~sslsted ~projects is cost-effeculve

but greater care and more dlsclpline are requlreu to avoid

waste and abuse and to ensure that official cars are useu

strictly in accordance with the rules.

2. The current rules for the use of venicles are reason-
able but they are unevenly applied and require further

precision. It is recommended that the rules be revlsed and made

more precise by both the Administrator of UNDP for cars asslgneO
to Resident Representatives’ offices and by CCAQ for pro3ect

cars. This revision should take into account the recommendaL~ons

in Chapter If.

3. Criteria for determining the number of cars to de

assigned to Resident Representatives’ offices snould de devised

and based upon the elements listed in para 15.

4. A large proportion of the vehicles currently ~n use ~s
in poor condition (para 16). More attention should De given 
maintenance (para 23) and drivers should De entrusted wltn

greater responsibility for maintenance and minor repairs (para

32).

5. Determination of the make and model ot cars should
be made locally without, however, precludlng the possloillty

of open-end orders to obtain quantity discounts (pa~as 18-10

and 29-30). Greater use should be made of motorcycles or

small utility vehicles for deliveries (para 20).

6. The disposal of cars assigned to offices of kes~oent

Representatives should be decided case by case on tne Dasls ot
cost-effectlveness calculations (para 24).

7. The guidelines for the dlsposal o£ project venlcles
(para 25) are sound but Governments Should have a greater say 

how vehicles are disposed of (para 28).

8. Overtime payments to drivers of officlal cars nave at
times been excessive. More efforts are regulreO to reduce

overtime costs. When overtime exceeds 10% of a Orlver’s salary

over a period of 3 months the Resident Representative snoulo seek

explanations and remedies (para 33).

9. The use of official cars for private purposes is
frequent and represents a wrong use of the fUndS o£ the
Organization. However, in many duty stations where puDllc
transportation is inadequate official cars could De used tot some
private purposes but against payment (paras 34-40).




